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Overview
Drum Leveler is a new beat detection-based downward and upward compressor/expander.
By selectively applying gain to single drum beats, Drum Leveler easily achieves the desired
target level for each beat, without affecting bleed noise or beats that are out of the
user-defined processing range.
Unlike traditional envelope-followers that detect incoming levels and utilize VCA to apply gain
changes, Drum Leveler runs an advanced new algorithm that takes full advantage of the digital
domain – allowing unparalleled control over your drums' dynamics.
Drum Leveler is powerful yet easy to use. It will help you achieve solid driving grooves,
improve clarity and add punch to any percussive performance.
Drum Leveler brings a new, radical approach to drums’ dynamics control. We’d like to
encourage you to take the time and explore Drum Leveler to utilize its full power.

Features
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Transparent, beat detection-based simultaneous downward and upward
compressor/expander
Applies gain to each beat individually to achieve set target level
Gain reduction and expansion is transient-accurate to the drum beat for artifacts-free
transients reproduction
Dual threshold levels allow processing any level range to affect only specific beats
within a track such as ghost notes or bleed without affecting other beats
Side-Chain Key Input allows you to process channel based on external input
Gate Range provides intuitive gate or creative booster in a single knob
Soft-Clipper for pleasantly rounding peaks over 0dB
Sensitivity Control allows for more control over detection algorithm.
Mono, Stereo, Dual Mono and Mid/Side operation modes
Easy to use and intuitive user interface

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
●
●
●
●

Mac: Intel Core CPU, 2GB RAM, OS X 10.6 or higher
Windows: Intel Core CPU, 2GB RAM, graphics card supporting OpenGL 2.1, Windows
7 or higher
Plug-in formats: AAX, Audio Unit, RTAS, VST, VST3
Free iLok account and iLok License Manager (iLok USB key is not required)
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License Redemption

To use Drum Leveler, you’ll need a free iLok account and the iLok License Manager. To create
an iLok account and download the iLok License manager, please point your browser to
https://www.ilok.com/. An iLok USB device is not required.
1. Log-in to your User Area at https://www.soundradix.com/users/
2. Enter your license redeem code into the New License Activation box and click the
Redeem button.
3. Enter your iLok Account User ID and email address and click Redeem.
Drum Leveler will now appear in your products downloads and the license will become
available in your iLok account.

Installation
Download and run the the Drum Leveler installer file and follow the steps on the screen. Please
note that you may need administrator permissions and password for your machine to install
Drum Leveler.
When installation is complete, quit the installer and launch your digital audio workstation.
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License Activation

When first launching your DAW after installation, you will see the following screen:

Click Activate to start the full license activation or Try to start the trial activation process.

Enter your iLok account ID and password and click Next.
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Click to select your Drum Leveler license and click Next.

Select your preferred activation location for your Drum Leveler license and click N
 ext.
Important: If you’ve opted-in to authorize your machine’s drive, don’t forget to deactivate your license
to move it back to your iLok account before upgrading or retiring your machine.
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Click Continue to finish the installation and you’re done. Drum Leveler will now be available in
your DAW’s audio plug-ins menu.

Using Drum Leveler
General Controls
Main Display Window

The main display window shows the incoming audio’s level and the gain changes Drum Leveler
applies to it. The input signal is illustrated by a grey colored graph, while level boosts will
appear orange and level reductions will appear in light blue on top of the input signal.
The resulted output is being illustrated by the white colored graph.

I/O Level Meters and Faders

Drum Leveler includes our unique Spectral Level Meters, which show levels of frequency
bands. Bars of different widths and colors show the entire frequency range, ranging from wide
red bars for low frequencies, to thin violet bars for high frequencies, inspired by the visible
light spectrum.

I/O On-Off (Stereo Version Only)

The L/R or M/S round labels below the level meter double as channel toggle on/off switches.
Clicking on a label will turn off its matching input/output channel.

Stereo Link (Stereo Version Only)

The LINK buttons link L/R or M/S channel controls for easy operation. Different I/O fader
levels will be kept at a constant relative distance when the channels are linked.
For example, suppose the input channels are linked, the left channel input level is set to 0dB
and the right channel is set to -6dB. Lowering the left input fader to -6dB will adjust the Right
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channel input level to -12dB.

Processing Mode (Stereo Version Only)

Drum Leveler can process stereo recording in STEREO-linked, DUAL-MONO or M/S modes.
STEREO - Same processing is applied to Left and Right channels.
DUAL MONO - Left and Right channels are processed separately.
M/S - Mid and Side channels are processed separately.

View Mode (Stereo Version Only)

When Drum Leveler is set to DUAL MONO or STEREO Processing Mode, the view selector will
display the LEFT, SUM or RIGHT View Modes. When Processing Mode is set to M
 /S Mode, the
view selector will change to MID, SUM and SIDES View Modes.
To control a single channel’s parameters in DUAL MONO or M/S modes, click on the LEFT,
RIGHT or MID, SIDE View Modes. In the SUM View Mode, changing any of the parameters will
apply the same value to both channels.
To summarize it, when View Mode is set on any other value than SUM, parameters controls
that current set, including the Solo (S), side-chain (SC)  and side-chain filter (SCF) .

Dynamics Controls
LO THRESH / HI THRESH

One of Drum Leveler’s unique features is its novel approach to defining the desired audio
processing range and desired target level. Unlike classic compressors, Drum Leveler includes
dual thresholds -  A Low Threshold level which is similar in operation to classic compressors
where anything above that threshold gets processed, and a High Threshold level where beats
detected above it are passed to the output stage without processing. This approach allows
processing a specific gain range in a track, for example treating only the ghost notes of a snare
drum while leaving other beats unaffected.

TARGET LVL

Another unique feature of Drum Leveler is its ability to bring the level of a detected beat up or
down according to the set TARGET LEVEL and COMPRESSION values. A beat within the
processing range below the target level  will be leveled up and a beat above the target level
settings will be leveled down.
When Drum Leveler is set to expansion mode (Compression value of -0.1% or lower, see
“COMPRESSION” below), the Target Level acts as the equator line - beats above it will
increase in gain while beats below it will decrease in gain, effectively increasing the dynamic
range.

COMPRESSION
Sets the amount of gain applied to each beat toward the TARGET LEVEL. Set COMPRESSION
to any value between 0.1 to 100% for dynamics compression, or to a value between -0.1 to
-100% for dynamics expansion.
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For example, if the COMPRESSION is set to 100% and the TARGET LEVEL is set to -12dB, any
beat within the Thresholds will be adjusted to a peak level of -12dB.
Similarly, if the COMPRESSION is set to 50%, a -6dB beat will be decreased to -9dB and a
-18dB beat will be increased to -15dB.
In expansion mode, setting COMPRESSION to -100% will augment a +6dB measured beat
above the Target Level to +12dB above it, and a beat measured at -6dB dB below the Target
Level will be further reduced to -12dB below it.
Similar to the main display window, the Compression / Expansion Meter around the
Compression dial displays gain boost in orange and gain reduction in light blue.

SENSITIVITY
Adjusts the sensitivity of the transients and beat detection algorithm. Increasing SENSITIVITY
values will cause Drum Leveler to capture the lightest transients while lowering the
SENSITIVITY value will make cause Drum Leveler to detect the most prominent transients.
For most sources and use cases, adjusting SENSITIVITY is not required. However, if you feel
Drum Leveler is too sensitive or missing some beats for your source material, decrease or
increase SENSITIVITY to fine-tune Drum Leveler’s response.

MIN. RETRIGGER TIME

Sets the minimum time for Drum Leveler to consider a new beat after a beat was detected.

GAIN RANGE

Limits the maximum gain change Drum Leveler will apply to a beat within the set Thresholds.
For example, if Compression is set to 50%, and the maximum Gain Range is set to 2dB, a -6dB
beat will be decreased to -8dB. If the Gain Range were set to 3dB or higher, the same beat
would be decreased to -9dB.

HOLD TIME

Sets the time period during which the change in gain applied for the detected beat is held. This
precedes the gain-recovery stage.

RECOVERY TIME

Sets the time period it takes the change in gain level to recover to 0dB (no change), starting
from the end of the gain-hold stage.

GATE RANGE

Sets the gate threshold for signal not within the detected beat. Negative values will behave
similar to classic gate. Positive values will boost the signal in those passages.
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SCF (Side-Chain Filter)

Drum Leveler includes a Side-Chain Filter for targeting drum beats within a specific frequency
range.
Clicking on the SCF, Bandpass or Band-Stop buttons will engage the side chain filter. The
filters are very steep and can be set for surgical accuracy. The Solo (“S”) toggle button will solo
the audio through the filter for easy monitoring of the filter impact.
Move the Low and High Frequency Handles to change the filter width. The Band-Pass filter
will pass the frequency range between the set low and high frequency, while the Band-Stop
filter will cut the frequencies in that range.
A typical use of the filters would be to focus on the Snare or Kick drums within a mixed drum
set or to filter out the bleed of other drums. To focus on a Snare drum, set the SCF filter to
Bandpass mode, setting the low frequency handle just above the Kick drum range around 180
Hz or higher and the high frequency handle below the Hi-Hat range at around 2.5kHz.
For Kick, using the Band-Stop mode to filter out everything between 200 Hz and 3kHz will help
Drum Leveler both focus on the Kick’s low frequencies and capture the Kick’s beater’s
transients.

SC (Side-Chain)

Side-Chain provides a way for an audio processor to process audio based on external key.
For example, compressing Bass guitar each time a Kick track meets certain threshold.
Setting up Side-Chain: Each host provides different workflow for side-chain. For more
information refer to your host documentation on how to enable Side-Chain.
Using side-chain: Once you’ve set side-chain correctly simply click the Side-Chain (“SC”) toggle
button next to the solo button. Once side-chain is engaged, all input signal will be processed
based on the the external key input signal. (all values will behave based on the external input
but will be applied to the actual track input).
M/S and DUAL MONO modes only: To allow extensive flexibility Drum Leveler side-chain is
applied to each processor separately. (For example applying side-chain in M/S mode only for
the Sides without being applied to the Middle).
Side-Chain and SCF: All signal can be filtered prior to detection using the Side-Chain Filter
(SCF, not to be confused with external input Side-Chain).
When engaging SCF with SC all external side-chain input would be filtered through SCF allow
fine-tuning of side-chain input for frequency just as described under SCF.

Solo (S)

The Solo button allows monitoring the Side-Chain input post Side-Chain Filter.
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Additional Settings

Additional settings can be accessed by clicking on the gear-wheel icon on the bottom left-hand
side of Drum Leveler’s main display window.

Open GL Graphics

If your machine’s graphics processor supports Open GL 2.1 or later,  Enabling Open GL
graphics setting will allow Drum Leveler to use the machines GPU for its graphics, which will
free the machine’s CPU from processing the graphics and will result in smoother animation.

Global S-Curve

Adjust the Attack and Recovery slopes from linear to S-shaped Provides versatile control of
the recovery.

High Resolution Automation (Mac Audio Units Only)
Allows for a finer control of parameters automation.

Important: Enabling High Resolution Automation will break automation compatibility with sessions
saved with previous versions of Drum Leveler. Disabling High Resolution Automation and reloading
your AU host will restore the previous automation.
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